GLOBAL ADVANTAGE

BECAUSE BUSINESS KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES
Global Advantage is... a network of PARTNERS with the resources & expertise to help your company access North America’s $21 trillion economy.
Real-world SOLUTIONS for market access, product development, business development and manufacturing assistance.
Global Advantage helps companies gain a competitive advantage by making it easy to enter thriving global markets.
EXPAND your reach.

- Connect to 55 million consumers in thriving North American markets.
- Direct access through Tucson, Arizona to California, Texas and Mexico.
Let us help your business grow. Soft landings for international and domestic companies.
Make CONNECTIONS to
government & regulatory agencies,
industry associations and
economic development organizations.
From the laboratory to the marketplace, Global Advantage supports every stage of product development.
Get customized solutions with

- Research & development
- Proof of concept
- Prototyping
- Testing, validation & demonstration
- Manufacturing—first generation, full scale, advanced
Connect with the University of Arizona.

Collaborate with faculty of a Top 20 research university.

Access to skilled employees & student workers.

Work with the University’s commercialization arm, Tech Launch Arizona and Arizona Center for Innovation.
Tap into University research strengths.

- Defense and Security
- Mining
- Arid Lands Agriculture and Water
- Health and Biosciences
- Intelligent Transportation Systems and Smart Vehicles
- Advanced Energy

Informatics/Big Data
Advanced Manufacturing and Sustainable Development
Imaging/Optics/Photonics
Locate at the UA research parks.

Choose the UA Tech Park at Rita Road or the UA Tech Park at The Bridges

- State-of-the-art facilities
- Attractive and secure campuses
- Leading edge technology companies
- World-class testing and demonstration sites
- On-site educational offerings
Ready to manufacture?

Access high quality, low-cost facilities and a skilled workforce in Arizona and Mexico.

- design & fabrication
- first-generation manufacturing
- full-service manufacturing
- advanced manufacturing
The Global Advantage network seamlessly handles every aspect of business development. Nothing is too big or too small.
Global Advantage
A network of trusted partners.
• UA Tech Parks – world-class office, laboratory, testing and demonstration facilities
• Soft landing program
• Business support services
• Market analysis and market entry support
• Connection to University of Arizona expertise & resources
• State-of-the-art manufacturing facilities & infrastructure
• Export/import management
• Administrative support & labor management
• Environmental compliance
• Full-service real estate agency
• Manufacturing R&D, & warehouse facilities in Arizona & Mexico
• Site selection & land acquisition
• Negotiation—low cost/high value results
• Property management & real estate consultation
• Technology & test equipment development
• Software development, data acquisition and management
• Systems integration—hardware and mechanical
• Custom fixtures, cables, and supporting electronics
• Manufacturing, fabrication & precision machining
• Fluid solutions
• Automation
• Mine technology & service
• Tax issues, including cross border & international tax
• Accounting, auditing, bookkeeping
• R&D tax credits
• Construction, real estate, manufacturing, technology sectors
• Assistance with legal structure
• Securities, finance and corporate structuring
• Intellectual property
• Labor and employment
• Real estate and environment
• Manufacturing and engineering services
• Aerospace, defense and industrial markets
• Electronics and structures solutions
• Supply chain strategies and program management
• National leader in renewable energy
• Low cost, highly reliable power
• Focused research and development in energy generation, storage and grid management
• Partner in the UA Tech Park’s Solar Zone
For more information, contact Naomi Weiner
520.382.2437 | nweiner@uatechpark.org